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Examples of Authentication Systems 
Authentication services tend to be part of a larger system such as an operating system, 


middleware system, database management system or some other type of application. 


Authentication services can be implemented as services with well defined interfaces so 


one authentication service could be used by a variety of systems.  


 
There are numerous authentication systems available; each has their own strengths and 


weaknesses. Some authentication schemes were developed to support particular 


applications so they have unique features to support those environments (e.g. remote, 


mobile computing, and wireless). Some authentication schemes protect against certain 


types of attacks that may be more prevalent to a particular application or environment. 


 


In this section we take a look at a few representative authentication schemes.  


 


 


Kerberos 
Kerberos is a network authentication system developed by MIT (Massachusetts Institute 


of Technology) in the 1980s for project Athena. Kerberos (Cerberus) is the name from 


Greek mythology for the three headed dog that guards the gate of Hades.  


 


Kerberos supports single user sign-on allowing users to access various server services in 


a network environment. It makes use of symmetric encryption to support secure 


communications between systems. Kerberos uses a centralized server called a Key 


Distribution Center (KDC) which stores all passwords and is responsible for centralized 


authentication. It is critical the Kerberos KDC is kept SECURE. Since all the passwords 


and key information is stored in the KDC it represents a single point of failure. 


 


The Kerberos protocol uses a “ticket” model where clients request tickets for services and 


present these tickets to the server as credentials for the requested service.  


 


Kerberos technology is widely used in many operating systems and applications 


including Windows 2000 and later, UNIX distributions including Sun Solaris, FreeBSD 


and various Linux distributions.  


 


 


Virtual Private Networks (VPN) 
In the “old days” if a company wanted a secure connection from one destination to 


another they would pay the money to have private lines strung between the locations. 


This provided a dedicated, secure but very expensive solution. In today’s remote, mobile 








internet environment hardwiring of secure connections is not always feasible. To support 


secure connections over the internet Virtual Private Networks (VPN) have been 


implemented. VPN technology supports creating secure connections over an insecure 


median (internet). 


 


A VPN is implemented on the internet by establishing a secure connection between two 


parties that want to communicate over the internet. The secure connection is established 


by placing a wrapper around the data to be transmitted and encrypting the data within the 


wrapper. The wrapping of information is known as encapsulating the data. The 


encryption keys are known only to the sender and receiver of the data. This results in a 


secure connection for the two parties using an insecure medium which is the internet. 


 


The creation of a VPN may make use of a technique known as tunneling.  Tunneling uses 


one protocol to encapsulate and another protocol for transmission. Tunneling allows a 


protocol that is incompatible with the underlying network to be carried over the network. 


Tunneling also supports the secure transmission of information across an insecure path by 


allowing the information flowing through the tunnel to be encrypted.  


 


There are several different protocols that can be used to support tunneling. Some popular 


ones are: 


 Point to Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) 


 Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) 


 IPSec (Internet Protocol Security) 
 


VPNs support the secure exchange of information by implementing functionality that 


provides: 


 Ability to establish connection between two endpoints in a network 


 Secure exchange of data 


 Secure exchange of routing information 


 Secure exchange of encryption keys  


 Authentication of client and server 
 


VPNs need to authenticate clients and servers. There are different services that can be 


used to perform authentication. Depending on the type of connection a different 


authentication scheme may make more sense than another.  


 


Following is a small representative sample of authentication schemes. 


 


 


Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP)  
EAP is more of a framework than an actual implementation of authentication services.  


 


EAP was designed with Point to Point tunneling Protocol (PPTP) in mind. PPTP protocol 


was developed to allow PPP (point to point) an older protocol to be encapsulated within 


IP packets and forwarded over any IP network. EAP provides the framework where 








proprietary authentication schemes with standard authentication protocols that make use 


of passwords, digital certificates can be implemented on an IP network. 


 


 


Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP) 
CHAP is a three part protocol that supports the establishing of secure connections 


between a client and server. CHAP also has the feature of periodically re-authenticating 


the client. This re-authentication provides for a more robust level of security. 


 


The challenge works by the following two attributes: 


1. Client and server use the same hash function to compute the message digest. The 
use of a particular hash function is a given for the CHAP protocol. 


2. The client and the server have a shared secret.  This is something the server 
generates after the request is made from the client to establish a connection 


 


The three part protocol or handshaking makes use of a one 


way hash function to authenticate the client.  


 


1. Client makes request to server for a connection. 
 


2. Server generates a challenge. The challenge could be string of random numbers. 
Server sends challenge to the client. 


 


3. Client responds to challenge. The response is the client calculating a message 
digest using the random numbers provided by the server.  


 


4. Server receives challenge and compares what the client calculated for the 
challenge with what the server calculated using the value. If the results are the 


same, the client is authenticated.  If they are the same the client is authenticated 


and a connection established. If they are different the client is not authenticated 


and no connection is established. 


 


 


Password Authentication Protocol (PAP) 
PAP is the most basic type of authentication. The username and password are sent from 


the client to the server in clear text format. If the client is known to the server the server 


responds by authenticating the client. A fundamental problem with this scheme is that 


passwords can be intercepted on the client, the server or during transmission on the 


“wire”. 


 


An obvious improvement that can be made to this scheme is encrypting the passwords. 


This is done in several protocols, one such is SPAP. 


 


 


Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) 








IPsec is used to create VPNs. There are numerous features in IPsec that support 


authentication of clients and server and the secure exchange of data over the 


authenticated connections. Authentication is done by using symmetric encryption and 


hashing technologies. IPSec provides encryption and authentication services. It also 


supports two different modes: tunneling and transport. In tunneling mode the IP routing 


information is encrypted providing proxy type services for further protection. IPSec 


operates at the Internet layer of the Internet Protocol suite. This equates to layer 3 


(Network layer) of the OSI reference model.  


 


IPSec services can be used alone to establish secure connections (VPN) or IPsec services 


can be used by other protocols to provide services in their environment. For example 


L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol) operates at the data link layer in the OSI reference 


model. L2TP does not implement any authentication or encryption services in the 


protocol. IPSec is typically used by L2TP to provide confidentiality and authentication 


services for establishing a secure VPN. 


 


There is much more to say about IPSec, for now, be aware that IPsec does provide 


authentication services. These authentication services can be used within an IPSec 


implementation or they can be used in conjunction with other protocols.  


 


 


Authentication, Access Control, Accounting Protocols 
Authentication, Access Control, Accounting Protocols (AAA) are protocols used for the 


centralized management of computers enabling them to connect to network resources. 


These protocols were initially developed to provide dial-up access via PPP (point-to-


point protocol) and terminal servers. There are increased demands on AAA protocols to 


support new technologies, new devices and new protocols.  For example, supporting 


mobile IP connections with roaming technology require using different protocols, devices 


and functionality than implementing geographically static PPP connections.  


 


AAA technologies allow companies to establish policies for authentication and access 


control which can be administered at a centralized location. Accounting services are also 


provided which audit access by users providing historical access records and metrics that 


are used for billing.  


 


Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and other large enterprises are users of AAA 


technology. In general, these systems support a centralized database of credentials and 


access information that can be used to connect to multiple servers. AAA systems can 


make use of a variety of authentication protocols (e.g. CHAP, EAP, PAP, Kerberos, 


Active Directory) and can also integrate customer systems into the AAA implementation 


for items such as using locally stored credentials that are external to the AAA system, or 


storing accounting information into a customers MySQL database. AAA systems will 


need to continue to evolve in their capabilities by embracing new technologies and 


protocols that support secure network access as well as integrating customer specific 


needs into an implementation. 


 








Three AAA systems are: RADIUS, Diameter, TACACS. 


 


RADIUS: Remote Authentication Dial in User System is a defacto standard for many 


large customers in the corporate world. Originally developed to support PPP protocols. 


RADIUS was developed in 1991 by Livingston Enterprises. Implementations make use 


of unreliable transport (UDP). 


 


Diameter: The predecessor to RADIUS. Planned to be “twice as good as RADIUS” 


(pun). Diameter provides upgraded services and support from RADIUS to support latest 


technologies.  Diameter uses reliable transport protocol (TCP) and makes uses of network 


level security (IPSEC or TLS (SSL)). Diameter does provide an upgrade path from 


RADIUS. 


 


TACACS: Terminal Access Controller Access-Control System provides AAA 


functionality commonly used in UNIX networks. TACACS+ provides updated protocol 


 


 


Single Sign On (SSO) 
A problem for a user that requires access to several systems is that they need to 


authenticate themselves as they access each system. Kerberos mitigates this problem 


within an organization by implementing a Single Sign On (SSO) model. This allows the 


user to log on to the system once and they remain authenticated for access to any system 


within a Kerberos “Realm”. Think of a realm as being implemented for an organization. 


The Kerberos model can be extended to include multiple realms, which extends the reach 


of the SSO to multiple organizations. 


 


 


Federated Identity Management 
Kerberos SSO makes sense within an organization or across several organizations within 


a larger enterprise. However, implementing SSO across several heterogeneous 


enterprises, websites and other entities requiring authentication presents different 


problems.  


 


Think about how many different sets of authentication credentials you have. Most people 


have credentials for every web site you do ecommerce with: Amazon, Ebay, Staples, 


Microsoft, Google, etc. Plus, credentials for all the banking and finance institutions you 


deal with, add to that websites for universities, insurance companies, hospitals. You get 


the idea, the number of credentials a user has to remember is difficult to manage.  


 
In an effort to simplify the online experience for users, simplify account management 


through standards and to encourage enterprises to establish new meaningful business 


relationships with one another the idea of providing Federated Identity Management has 


taken hold. Federated Identity Management is the idea that an identity infrastructure 


could be shared by enterprises across industries to store credentials, provide access and 


provide a secure environment.  


 








Development of these concepts is being done under the umbrella of the Liberty Alliance. 


Liberty Alliance began in 2001 and has grown to include over 200 companies. Some of 


the companies are large multi-national finance, technology and manufacturing 


companies.  


 


Federated Identity Management is a needed technology worth exploring. More can be 


found at www.projectliberty.org  


 


 


Summary 
Authentication services are fundamental to access control. There are numerous 


authentication schemes. Different authentication services grew from the needs of 


providing authentication for a specific protocol. Protocols that operate at different levels 


of the Internet Protocol stack have different needs for authentication. Some authentication 


schemes will provide better protection from different types of attacks than others. The 


needs of the environment will dictate the style of authentication needed. The use of IPSec 


for secure VPNs, encryption and authentication services is fast becoming a standard. 


 


 




http://www.projectliberty.org/
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